Tow Vehicle breaks down, now what:
The one time we needed to be towed, they put the truck and trailer on a
long flat bed tow truck and we rode in the cab to the repair center.
Disconnect the tow vehicle from the trailer and just have the tow truck tow the tow vehicle. Have the tow
truck come back with a ball hitch to tow the trailer off the road to wherever you want it parked. If you are
carrying a WBCCI Directory see if there is a member nearby who can assist you by using their tow
vehicle to move your trailer,
When our tow vehicle broke down they put our tow vehicle on the flatbed and then hooked up our trailer
with a trailer hitch that was part of their flatbed truck.
I broke down in northern BC. The Tow vehicle was put on the tow truck and the Airstream was hooked
on the back of the tow truck.
I have Good Sam tow insurance. When my 1956 Bubble was re-ended, my car insurance tow policy did
not work. They only wanted to tow the vehicle and not the damaged Airstream. So I called Good Sam
and they came and only towed the damaged Airstream. It all comes down to what tow insurance you
have.
Perhaps it is easier with a standard ball hitch? But with a Hensley it might be more difficult.
A few years ago, the belt broke on our tow vehicle while towing the Airstream.
With the Airstream still hooked up to the van, the tow truck raised the van's front axle off the
ground. Down the highway we went.
We have Good Sams towing; the time they towed out '69 they knew exactly how to hook up, except for
the load leveling, which they did not use. Watch and assist as needed, would be my advice.
We never had one of our Airstreams towed, however we once owned a 24-foot Avion on which a spring
broke (one spring similar to a car's spring) per side. The trailer was pulled onto the bed of a long "tow"
truck and brought to our house, where we made the necessary repairs.
We had a problem but the tow truck operator did not want the responsibility of towing the airstream. We
limped to the garage on three wheels.
I would say get a long lowboy flatbed and have it loaded on it by a commercial tractor trailer moving
company.
We had a 8 1/2 hour debacle with a broken Hensley and no back up hitch. We have since purchased a 4"
drop standard hitch, so there is no waiting around. The back up hitch weights about 10 pounds, but is well
worth the price and weight in our piece of mind.

DO NOT let them wrap around the “A” frame. They can bend the “A” frame!
Use a standard drop down ball hitch like suggested above.

